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Doping of semicrystalline conjugated polymers:
dopants within alkyl chains do it better†

Massimiliano Comin, a Vincent Lemaur, b Andrea Giunchi, c

David Beljonne, b Xavier Blase a and Gabriele D’Avino *a

Depending on the sample preparation protocol, various structures for doped semi-crystalline polymers can be

achieved, characterized by dopants either inserted in the alkyl side chains or packed with the conjugated

backbone, which ultimately results in very different charge-transport and thermoelectric properties. This work

targets such an intricate relationship between structure and properties with accurate hybrid quantum-classical

calculations fully accounting for the effect of the environment. By considering representative structures for the

crystalline domains of the F4TCNQ-doped PBTTT polymer, our calculations reveal that: (i) The electron affinity

(EA) of the dopant is highly sensitive to the position occupied by the molecule in the polymer lamellae, with

dopants inserted in the alkyl regions being much stronger electron acceptors than those stacked in the

p-conjugated backbones (EA difference 4 0.5 eV). (ii) The tiny orbital overlap between dopants in the alkyl

regions and the polymer favors integer charge-transfer ground states, while dopants packed with conjugated

chains are more inclined to fractional charge transfer. (iii) The Coulomb interaction between the charge carrier

on the polymer and the ionized dopants is considerably (B30%) smaller for dopants in the alkyl regions,

pointing to less bound carriers. These findings rationalize the fact that record conductivities are generally

associated with dopants inserted in the alkyl chains, raising awareness on the importance of controlling the

dopant position in the polymer structure.

1 Introduction

Molecular doping is arguably the main technique to control charge
carriers density and transport properties in organic semiconductors,
enabling a large variety of technological applications from optoelec-
tronics to thermoelectricity.1–3 The microscopic mechanism for
molecular doping has been depicted as a two-step process,4 con-
sisting of (i) the transfer of an electron between the dopant and the
host material, and (ii) the subsequent separation of the charge in
the semiconductor from the ionized dopant, resulting in a free
carrier. Both steps have attracted considerable interest, motivated by
the aspiration for a deeper fundamental understanding of the
doping process and of enhancing its efficiency in various applica-
tions. The second charge-release step is particularly puzzling if one
considers the strong Coulomb forces keeping charges bound in low-
dielectric constant organic materials. Explanations in terms of
energetic disorder4–6 and collective screening phenomena7 have
been recently proposed.

Regarding the first charge-transfer (CT) step, the nature of
the ground state of host-dopant CT complexes has been studied
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experimentally in a large variety of systems, pointing to the two
qualitatively different scenarios of fractional versus integer CT.2

In the former, only a fraction of an electron is transferred from
or to the semiconductor. This condition, sometimes referred to
as orbital hybridization scenario, seems far from being ideal for
efficient doping as compared to integer CT, which leads to a
fully-ionized dopant, with the charge being transferred to the
host semiconductor. It has been argued that integer CT is
predominant in polymer systems while fractional CT is usually
encountered in small molecules,8 with some notable excep-
tions, e.g. pentacene.9,10

It is presently unclear which among the many possible
factors in place (e.g. charge delocalization, nanostructure, dis-
order, Coulomb interactions) determine the formation of frac-
tional versus integer-CT host–dopant complexes. A common
guideline consists in assessing the CT energetics by comparing
the ionization potential (IP) and the electron affinity (EA) of the
donor and the acceptor materials,11 i.e. host semiconductor
and dopant in the case of p-type doping considered henceforth.
This criterion should be, however, revised in view of the major
role played by electrostatic interactions in the solid state,12

which can affect the EA of common molecular dopants by up to
1 eV depending on the host semiconductor.13 Moreover, the
crucial role of the excitonic interaction between electron and
hole in the formation of integer CT complexes has been high-
lighted, along with polaronic effects.9,14 All these factors do
critically depend on the molecular organization in the doped
semiconductor, calling for a deep understanding of the rela-
tionship between structure and electronic properties.

This is particularly challenging in conjugated polymers, due
to the variety of possible nanostructures in pristine systems and
even more so in doped samples. Many studies thus focused on

highly-ordered (semicrystalline) conjugated polymers such as
poly(2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene)
(PBTTT) or poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), typically doped with
strong electron acceptors as 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetra-
cyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ) or 1,3,4,5,7,8-hexafluoro-
tetracyanonaphthoquinodimethane (F6TCNNQ). These
polymers are characterized by a crystalline lamellar structure,
consisting of layers formed by stacked chains of conjugated
backbones, alternating with planar regions hosting the alkyl
side chains (see Fig. 1). Experimental studies reported various
nanostructures formed depending on the sample processing,
with dopants inserting either within the p-conjugated
backbones8,15–17 or in the inert alkyl chains,18–22 or in both
regions.23,24 An overview of available experimental data relating
the position of molecular dopants in the polymer structure to
the nature of the host–dopant complexes, along with the
associated electrical conductivities, in provided in Fig. 2.

Coming to electronic and transport properties, the few
examples of polymers for which a fractional CT has been
reported are all characterized by dopants packed within the
conjugated backbone.17,24 On the other hand, independent
experimental reports have shown that high conductivities
(s 4 100 S cm�1) have been obtained only for samples with
F4TCNQ or F6TCNQ inserting in the alkyl chains,18,19,21,22,25

while morphologies with dopants packed in between p-
backbones attain values not exceeding s = 2 S cm�1.15–17 We
further note that other systems featuring exceptionally high
conductivities, such as those obtained by ion-exchange doping
(s up to 1000 S cm�1)25,26 or upon incremental concentration
doping with FeCl3 (s up to 22 000 S cm�1),27 are all character-
ized by dopants placed in the alkyl region. This set of experi-
mental studies overall indicates a higher doping efficiency

Fig. 1 (a) Chemical structures of the PBTTT polymer and F4TCNQ dopant investigated in this work. (b) Crystalline PBTTT lamella viewed from the top of
stacked polymer-backbone chains, characterized by alternating conjugated and alkyl regions. The two F4TCNQ molecules illustrate the two positions of
the dopant molecule considered in this work. (c) Rendering of the DFT/MM-optimized complexes with dopant in the conjugated region (p structure, top)
and in the alkyl chains (a structure, bottom) that have been employed in the calculations. The subsystems described at the quantum level (QM region of
our QM/MM calculations) are shown in bold, the classical embedding environment (MM region) is drawn with thin lines.
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when dopants insert in the alkyl chains, as can be appreciated
from Fig. 2.

In the present paper, we address the relationship between
the dopant position in the polymer lamellar structure and the
resulting electronic properties, considering F4TCNQ-doped
PBTTT as a prototypical case study (see Fig. 1). Our analysis,
based on accurate hybrid quantum/classical (QM/MM) calcula-
tions, considers two representative host–dopant morphologies,
characterized by dopants inserted in the conjugated and in the
alkyl region, showing that the latter configuration is the most
favorable one for attaining efficient doping. In particular, we
highlight the key role of electrostatic interactions in the crystal-
line polymer, determining a strong dependence of dopant
electron affinity on the position in lamellae, de facto making
dopants inserted in the alkyl chains stronger electron acceptors
than those in the conjugated backbone.

The paper is organized as follows. Our multiscale QM/MM
methodology, merging density functional theory (DFT) and
many-body formalisms with classical microelectrostatics
(ME), is described in Section 2. The presentation of the results
in Section 3 follows a gradual approach, first discussing the
energy levels of non-overlapping host and dopant units, and
then introducing the intermolecular coupling. In doing so, we
illustrate the limitations of conventional closed-shell calcula-
tions in describing integer CT ground states, which brought us
to switch to spin-unrestricted calculations. The final section
discusses our finding in the light of the experimental literature
on doped conjugated polymers.

2 Materials and methods

The relationship between structure and electronic properties in
doped PBTTT is here investigated with a set of complementary
computational techniques, going from force field simulations,
to QM/MM techniques combining DFT and Green’s function
many-body formalisms with a classical ME scheme of atomistic
resolution.

2.1 QM/MM setup

The doped samples have been built by introducing a F4TCNQ
impurity molecule in the crystal structure geometry of pristine
PBTTT with 14 C atoms-long alkyl chains. The lamellar crystal
structure of PBTTT and the force field have been reported
previously.28,29 Following an educated guess inspired by struc-
tural data,8,17,18,21 dopants have been introduced either within
the conjugated backbone (p structure), or in the region occu-
pied by the alkyl side chains (a structure) in a large periodic
system (three layers of nine p-stacked dodecamers) made by
replicating the simulated PBTTT crystalline structure. In the p
structure, a PBTTT monomer has been removed to allow the
introduction of the dopant molecule, featuring a similar size.
The resulting structure has then been optimized and subject to
a 100 ps-long quenched dynamics (NPT ensemble; p = 1 atm,
T = 300 K) from which structures have been optimized every
20 ps. The simulation of the structure for the a system has been
more complex due to a larger number of possible intercalation
sites. Here, tens of structures have been built by modifying the
relative position of the dopant with respect to the alkyl side
chains. All these structures have been optimized and subject to
successive 500 ps-long quenched dynamics (NPT ensemble;
p = 1 atm, T = 300 K; quench every 25 ps) until the energy of
the lowest energy structure between two consecutive runs does
not decrease anymore. The sample considered in the following
corresponds to the lowest-energy structure among all the
simulated conformers.

QM/MM approaches require to split the system into a QM
region comprising one dopant and part of the polymer host,
which we will describe by either DFT or many-body methods,
and a MM region that comprises the surrounding organic
environment, here described at ME level. The QM/MM parti-
tioning of a system requires the QM and MM regions to be non-
overlapping, a criterion which can plausibly be satisfied for
systems composed of disjoint molecular units, but that is
somewhat arbitrary for a virtually infinite conjugated polymer.
Here we opt for a practical solution that consists in retaining
within the QM region a finite segment of the polymer chain
close to the dopant. In order to determine the actual length of
this segment, we run a series of GW30–33 and Bethe–Salpeter
equation (BSE)34–36 calculations for oligomer lengths ranging
up to 5 repeating units, with and without the presence of the
dopant. This analysis allowed us to conclude that a PBTTT
segment of three repeating units (3-BTTT) represents a good
model system, featuring reasonably-converged quasiparticle
GW gap and optical excitations. The full detail of these pre-
liminary calculations is reported in the ESI.†

Fig. 2 Compilation of available experimental data for PBTTT and P3HT,
relating the position of molecular dopants in the polymer lamellae (alkyl
chains vs. conjugated backbone) to the nature of the host–dopant com-
plexes (integer vs. fractional CT). The electrical conductivities of each
sample is expressed through the size of the marker, see legend. The
position of different points in each quadrant is arbitrary. We note that the
large majority of doped polythiophenes feature integer CT, except for two
systems corresponding to dopants inserted in the conjugated backbones.
The systems with the largest conductivities are characterized by dopants
inserted in the alkyl region and integer CT (upper-right quadrant).
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We note that the alkyl chains of the 3-BTTT within the QM
region have been replaced by methyl groups and the rest of
those side chains has been included in the MM system, except
for the bridging CH2 unit that has been removed to avoid
artifacts due to the too short distance between QM and MM
atoms. Similarly, the two thiophene rings close to the 3-BTTT,
one on each side of the trimer and originally belonging to the
same polymer chain, have also been removed. After the QM/
MM partitioning, the geometries of the QM region have been
relaxed with dispersion-corrected DFT (PBEh*-D3/6-31G*
level,37,38 see below for the definition of the functional),
accounting for the interactions with the MM region, described
with Lennard-Jones potentials and atomic charges. The two
structures employed in QM/MM calculations are shown in
Fig. 1c.

2.2 Electronic structure calculations

The electronic structure of the host-dopant complexes has been
investigated with our original implementation of QM/MM
techniques, merging DFT and the Green’s function many-
body GW and BSE formalisms,30,33 with classical polarizable
models.39,40 The main features of the employed methods are
summarized below, the details can be found in the original
papers.9,41,42

The ground state of the system is obtained from Kohn–Sham
DFT calculations on the QM subsystem, performed in the
self-consistent electrostatic field of the polarizable MM
environment, described at the atomistic ME level (see below).
Self-consistent DFT/ME calculations follow an iterative scheme
of cross-coupled quantum and classical calculations, in which
each subsystem is computed in the electrostatic potential of the
other until convergence.42 As we will show in the following, the
starting guess of this iterative process may have an impact on
the self-consistent solution, signaling a multistable behavior.

The discrimination between stable and metastable states
requires comparing the total energy of the entire QM/MM
system for the different self-consistent solutions. The total
energy has been computed as

UQM=MM ¼ EQM VQMðrÞ
� �

� 1

2

ð
rQMðrÞVQMðrÞdr

þ
Xn2MM

n

En½0� þ
1

2

X
i

qni V rnið Þ
( ) (1)

where rQM is the charge density of the QM system, qni is the
permanent charge of the MM atom at position rni, and En (Vn) is
the DFT energy of the fragment n (either the QM system or a
molecule in the MM region) subject to the potential Vn (r) due to
all the other fragments:

VnðrÞ ¼
X
m

ð
rm r0ð Þ
jr� r0jdr

0 (2)

where the sum extends over both QM and MM molecules,
excluding the fragment n itself. The charge density rn of MM
molecules is described in terms of discrete permanent atomic
charges and induced dipoles, consistent with the ME model.

The present approach can be classified as an additive QM/MM
scheme,43 in which the continuous charge density of the QM
region interacts with permanent atomic charges and induced
dipoles of the polarizable MM environment, without any dis-
cretization of the QM charge density and avoiding the double
counting of interactions. Data (charge carrier environmental
energies of molecular crystals) validating our approach to the
calculation of extensive energies in a QM/MM framework are
provided in the ESI,† Table S1.

In order to properly describe the relative alignment between
the polymer highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
the dopant lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) in the
solid state, as well as the resulting intermolecular orbital
hybridization,7,9 we adopt a tuned DFT functional whose gap
matches that of reference embedded GW calculations. Specifi-
cally, we employ the single-parameter global hybrid PBEh* =
PBEh(a* = 0.45) functional,37 with 45% of Hartree–Fock
exchange, in conjunction with the 6-311G* basis set. The details
of the tuning protocol are reported in the ESI.† DFT calcula-
tions have been performed with the ORCA software package.44

Quasiparticle excitations, corresponding to electron addi-
tion and removal energies, have been obtained within the
framework of the embedded many-body GW formalism.41,42

In order to describe the effect of the medium on quasiparticle
energy levels, both the ground-state DFT and the subsequent
GW calculation, should properly take into account the embed-
ding environment. In this framework, the nth energy level of
the embedded QM systems can be conveniently written as

En (GWe|DFTe) = En (GWg|DFTg) + DE
n + DP

n (3)

where the subscript g(e) labels a DFT or GW calculation
performed for the QM molecule in the gas phase (embedded
in the solid). En (GWg|DFTg) hence corresponds to the gas-
phase energy which is evaluated with self-consistent scheme on
the eigenvalues, ev GW. The latter represents an optimal
compromise between computational cost and accuracy.45 The
other two terms in eqn (3) correspond to the two environmental
contributions. DE

n is the electrostatic term, sourced from the
potential exerted by the MM subsystem on the QM region,
which is captured at the ground-state DFT level. The second
environmental contribution, DP

n, is the polarization term, mir-
roring the dielectric screening of charged excitations by the MM
environment.

Neutral singlet (optical) excitations have been obtained with
BSE34–36,46 calculations performed within the Tamm–Dancoff
approximation (TDA). The BSE Hamiltonian has been built
including occupied/unoccupied states located within 10 eV
from the HOMO/LUMO. Earlier work has shown that these
settings produce accurate excitation energies for CT
excitations.39,47,48

The dielectric response of the MM environment to charged
and neutral excitations within the QM region has been
described in the reaction field matrix framework,40 explicitly
considering an infinite dielectric medium described at the ME
level.41 This approach assumes a frequency-independent dielec-
tric response in the optical region, an approximation that has
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been validated in previous studies.41,42 Many-body GW and BSE
calculations have been performed with the Fiesta
package,40–42,46,49,50 employing the Coulomb-fitting resolution-of-
the-identity (RI-V) scheme,51,52 and using the universal Weigend
Coulomb fitting set of auxiliary basis functions.53

The MM environment has been described with a ME model
of atomistic resolution. The ME model has been parameterized
by computing the partial atomic charges and polarizability
tensors of its molecular constituents at the DFT (B3LYP/6-
311+G**) level. The polymer chains have been partitioned into
different units in order to achieve such a parameterization,
treating thiophene, thienothiophene and alkyl chains as indi-
vidual fragments. We note that H atoms have been made
implicit within the MM region, leading to a drastic reduction
of the number of atoms and interactions to compute, without
significantly compromising the accuracy of the ME model. ME
and DFT/ME calculations considered PBTTT films with edge-on
alignment, consistent with grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray
scattering (GIWAXS) data.18,54 These calculations employed
periodic boundary conditions in the film plane, including
interactions with replica up to a circular cutoff of 50 nm,
ensuring the convergence of the electrostatic sums. ME calcula-
tions have been performed with the MESCal code.55

3 Results
3.1 Electronic structure in the non-overlapping limit

Having defined the two systems under study (see Fig. 1) as well as
the investigation methodology, we are now in the position to discuss
the electronic properties of F4TCNQ–PBTTT complexes, starting
from the photoemission energy levels in the zero overlap limit. In
this preliminary step, we will hence determine the energy associated
to adding an electron to the dopant and removing an electron from
PBTTT, allowing us to focus on the effect of environmental interac-
tions in the absence of intermolecular orbital hybridization, which
will be introduced later. The non-overlapping limit is practically
realized by performing two independent calculations including
either the PBTTT segment or the dopant in the QM region of our
hybrid QM/MM calculations.

The evolution of the energy levels of the F4TCNQ–PBTTT a and p
complexes from the gas phase (GWg|DFTg) to the solid state
(GWe|DFTe) is shown in Fig. 3. A first observation is that the
energies in the gas phase are essentially equal for both systems,
leading to a gap between the dopant LUMO and the polymer
HOMO of about 2 eV. This is indeed expected since without the
environment around, the molecules in the p and a systems reduce
to the same chemical species, with small differences in the energy
levels arising from the slightly different geometries, following from
the independent QM/MM optimizations, and impacting the energy
levels by less that 50 meV.

Following our previous work,42 we progressively introduce
environmental effects in order to disentangle the electrostatic
and induction contributions (see eqn (3)). We hence present
first an intermediate result obtained upon considering the
embedding in the DFT ground state, GWg|DFTe, in which

energy levels account only for the electrostatic contribution
DE

n. The electrostatic term affects in a strikingly different way the
energy levels of the two species in the p and a system. DE can be
seen as a measure of the electrostatic potential, weighted by the
charge density of the molecular orbital involved in the ionization
process. Since the polymer HOMO and HOMO�1 levels share the
same spatial region, they similarly probe the same potential and are
thus equally shifted in a rigid way in each structure (the intent for
looking at the HOMO�1 will become clear below). However, the
value of the electrostatic energy shift for the polymer levels is
appreciably different for the p (DE = �0.19 eV for the HOMO) and
a (DE =�0.35 eV for the HOMO) systems. This can attributed to the
different electrostatic interactions with the nearby dopant in the
MM region, the latter presenting different position and orientation
with respect to the polymer chain in the two structures.56

Most importantly, the electrostatic contribution to the
dopant LUMO is quite different from that of the host levels,
and actually very sensitive to position of the impurity in the
polymer structure (see Fig. 3). Indeed, DE for the dopant LUMO
is found to be 0.73 eV larger in the p structure than in the a one,
ultimately leading to very different gap for the two systems.

Such a disparity can be rationalized on the basis of the
electrostatic potential in the crystalline polymer matrix, shown

Fig. 3 Environmental contributions to the GW energy levels in 3-BTTT
and F4TCNQ treated as non-overlapping units in the p (top) and in the a
structure (bottom). The electrostatic contribution affects in a very different
way the gap between the two systems, due to the very different electro-
static potential felt by the dopant in the two positions (see also Fig. 4). This
reflects in pronounced position-dependence of the impurity electron
affinity (LUMO level), which makes the dopant ionization more favorable
for dopants placed in the alkyl chains (a structure) with respect to the
conjugated region (p structure). The induction term similarly shrinks the
gap by approximately 2 eV in both systems.
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in Fig. 4. The potential, sourced from the quadrupole moments
of the conjugated polymer backbone, presents a striped pattern
characterized by an alternation of high and low potential
regions in the alkyl and conjugated chains, respectively. This
provides a visual explanation for the difference in the LUMO
level for a dopant in the p and a structures. Note that a truly
quantitative comparison between the electrostatic potential
map in Fig. 4 and QM/MM calculations in Fig. 3 is hindered
by the fact that the map is obtained as the convolution of the
atomic potentials with a spherical kernel of radius 5 Å (micro-
scopic probe), which is then averaged along the c crystal axis,
perpendicular to the figure plane. As such, the map does not
reflect the inhomogeneity below the kernel resolution and
along the c axis, underestimating the electrostatic potential
difference actually felt by dopants inserted in the two regions.

We now turn to the fully-embedded calculation results
(GWg|DFTe in Fig. 3), also including the polarization term DI

(see eqn (3)), describing the dielectric screening of charged
excitations by the environment. Similar to what observed in
other systems,41,42 this contribution results in approximately
symmetric closure of the gap by about 1 eV per level, finally
yielding a host-dopant gap of 0.83 eV in the p system and an
almost vanishing gap of 70 meV in the a structure.

We emphasize that the very different gap of the two host-
dopant structures is entirely due to the electrostatic energy
landscape of the polymer lamellae, which heavily affects the EA
of the dopant molecule. While recalling that these results have
been obtained upon neglecting the intermolecular overlap
between the polymer chains and the dopant, we remark that
the electrostatic landscape of the crystalline polymer environ-
ment is a genuine feature that will also affect the subsequent
calculations where the zero-overlap approximation will be
lifted.

Before proceeding with the introduction of intermolecular
overlap, we report on the calculation of the screened Coulomb

interaction Veh between an electron on the dopant and a hole
on the polymer segment, which, together with the intra-
molecular relaxation energy,57 contributes to the energy barrier
to set free the doping-induced charge in the semiconductor. Veh

has been computed at the classical ME level, considering
charges completely localized on the molecular fragments
according to the zero-overlap assumption underpinning ME,
and accounting for the frequency-independent dielectric
screening provided by the polarizable environment. Our calcu-
lations yield Veh = �0.59 and �0.88 eV for the a and p structure,
respectively. The Coulomb binding is hence substantially larger
for the p complex, as expected from the shorter distance
between dopant and polymer chain, as compared to the a
structure. On this basis, we expect that dopants inserted in
the alkyl regions would be more effective in increasing the
density of mobile carriers participating to conduction.

3.2 Intermolecular orbital hybridization

The energetics of non-overlapping donor and acceptor units
provide important insights on the charge-transfer process that
is at heart of the doping mechanism. It is, however, essential to
introduce the quantum overlap between polymer and dopant,
in order to account for intermolecular CT, which in principle
can be either of integer or fractional nature.

Charged and neutral (optical) excitations in our many-body
framework are calculated starting from the single-particle
(supra)molecular orbital obtained at embedded DFT level, i.e.
accounting for the embedding of the MM environment. We
recall that in the partially self-consistent ev GW scheme here
adopted, many-body corrections are applied only to the eigen-
values, not affecting the orbitals that are de facto obtained at
DFT level. As customary for closed-shell systems, DFT calcula-
tions for the 3-BTTT–F4TCNQ complexes have been performed
within the framework of spin-restricted Kohn–Sham
theory (RKS).

The energy levels diagram obtained at RKS DFT/MM level,
shown in Fig. 5, display the typical frontier orbital repulsion
expected for a charge-transfer system upon introducing the
intermolecular overlap. Such an opening of the HOMO–LUMO
gap of the complex is the result of an intermolecular orbital
hybridization, which leads to a moderate fractional charge
transfer in both systems. The latter is here measured by the
charge on the dopant molecule that amounts to Qdop = �0.22
and �0.24 in the a and p structure, respectively.

Table 1 reports the charge transfer integrals controlling the
intermolecular orbital hybridization, along with the overlap,
calculated with the dimer projection method58 at the PBEh*/6-
311G* level of theory. The transfer integrals J between the
frontier occupied levels of the polymer and the dopant LUMO
are more than two times larger in the p structure than in the a
one, an effect that can be attributed to the closest spatial
proximity between the two molecular units in the former with
stacked molecules. This trend is even more pronounced for the
overlap S, which is two orders or magnitude smaller in the a
complex.

Fig. 4 Electrostatic potential map of the PBTTT crystal obtained from
classical microelectrostatics calculations, illustrating the remarkable dif-
ference in potential experienced by dopants placed in the region of the
conjugated backbone with respect to the alkyl side chains. The local
potential has been obtained using a 5 Å-radius spherical probe and
averaged over the c crystal axis, perpendicular to the figure plane. The
calculation considers periodic boundary conditions in 2D in the ab crystal
plane.
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We remark that within the RKS framework adopted so far,
intermolecular charge transfer follows directly from the for-
mation of doubly-occupied supramolecular orbitals from the
quantum mixing (hybridization) between the occupied orbitals
of the donor and the unoccupied ones of the acceptor.

Having characterized the ground state of the 3-BTTT/
F4TCNQ complex, our analysis proceeds with quasiparticle
excitations. Table 2 compares the GW/MM gap obtained for
non-overlapping fragments and for the complex, the latter
being 0.1–0.2 eV larger, in line with what discussed above for
DFT calculations. We underline the very small gap (o0.2 eV)
obtained for the a structure. This value is 0.9 eV smaller than in
the p system, a result that is essentially due to the electrostatic
landscape of polymer lamellae, as discussed in the previous
Section.

We have finally calculated the optical excitation energies
with embedded BSE calculations, also reported in Table 2. The
lowest-energy singlet excitation, S1, has a neat intermolecular
charge-transfer character in both structures, as can be evinced
from the analysis of the BSE wavefunction, shown in the ESI,†
Fig. S3. The very small gap for the a structure leads to negative
optical excitation energies, an unsettling result that can be
rationalized, at least formally, upon considering that the gap is
considerably smaller in magnitude that the screened electron–
hole interaction.

Such a nonphysical negative-energy exciton is here inter-
preted as a signal of the instability of the ground state obtained
from RKS theory, which has been used as a starting point for
the many-body perturbative treatment of excitations. The fact
that charge-transfer states are found at energies below the
moderately-hybridized ground state suggests that the con-
straint of assigning the same spatial wavefunction to two
electrons with opposite spins is too severe, strongly affecting
the degree of charge transfer attainable in the ground state of
the complex. We further observe that in the present RKS
picture, the transfer of one electron from the donor to the
acceptor can be realized only on average, i.e. by equally sharing
two electrons in the fully-hybridized complex HOMO, i.e. a
supramolecular orbital featuring equal contributions from the
frontier orbitals of the two molecular fragments. Transferring
two half-electrons between two molecules in a complex is
something conceptually and practically very different from
transferring a full electron, as it would be described in a
rigorous multi-reference picture of intermolecular CT.

3.3 Ground-state charge transfer from spin-unrestricted DFT

The unexpected outcome of many-body perturbation theory
applied to the a structure, resulting in a negative-energy
excitation, has raised a fundamental issue on the reliability of
the ground state obtained with spin-restricted (RKS) DFT/MM
calculations. In the following, we attempt to overcome the
double-occupancy spin constraint by switching to spin-
unrestricted Kohn–Sham (UKS) theory, always accounting for
the effect of the MM environment on the ground-state proper-
ties. It has been shown that UKS theory can improve the
description of the ground state of charge-transfer complexes
with respect to a RKS scheme,59 while remaining within a cost-

Fig. 5 Frontier energy levels diagram for the p (top) and the a (bottom) 3-
BTTT–F4TCNQ complexes, as obtained from spin-restricted (RKS) DFT/
MM calculations. Intermolecular orbital hybridization leads to an opening
of the gap with respect to non-overlapping fragments (left- and right-
most levels), and to a fractional CT ground-state in both systems (Qdop E
�0.2, see text).

Table 1 Charge transfer integrals (J) and overlap matrix elements (S)
between the occupied molecular orbitals of the polymer, HOMO (H) and
HOMO�1 (H�1), and dopant LUMO (L). The overlap between polymer and
dopant orbitals is much smaller when the latter is located among alkyl
chains (a structure) than in the conjugated region (p structure)

System

H(3-BTTT):L(F4TCNQ) H�1(3-BTTT):L(F4TCNQ)

J (meV) S J (meV) S

p 435 1.7 � 10�2 265 1.4 � 10�2

a 191 1.8 � 10�4 29 2.2 � 10�4

Table 2 Photoemission and optical gap (eV units) of the two 3-BTTT/
F4TCNQ complexes obtained with embedded GW and BSE calculations.
The GW/MM gap increases upon considering intermolecular orbital hybri-
dization in the complex, consistent with DFT/MM results in Fig. 5. A very
small photoemission gap is found in the a structure, which then results in a
negative-energy singlet optical excitation (S1), according to BSE/MM
calculations. This nonphysical result calls into question the reliability of
the ground state obtained from spin-restricted (RKS) calculations, see text

System

Non-overlapping Complex

GW/MM gap GW/MM gap BSE/MM ES1

p 0.83 1.08 0.51
a 0.07 0.18 �0.16
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effective DFT framework. The use of UKS theory, however,
comes at the price of introducing some degree of spin con-
tamination in the ground state.

Coming back to the dopant-polymer systems under investi-
gation, we report in Table 3 the net charge on the dopant
molecule Qdop, calculated from the Löwdin atomic charges, as
obtained from different RKS and UKS calculations performed
on the a and p structures. Mulliken atomic charges yield Qdop

values differing by less than that 0.03 from the Löwdin esti-
mates for all RKS and UKS calculations in Table 3. For each
QM/MM calculation, we further report the relative ground-state
energy of the system DU = U–U (RKS), in order to assess the
relative stability of a given solution with respect to the RKS one.
We recall that the energy U, computed according to eqn (1),
represents the extensive energy of the entire QM/MM system,
including the contribution from MM environment and QM–
MM interactions.

We start by discussing the a system. Table 3 compares the
embedded UKS calculation, labelled a2, with the reference
calculation, a1, which corresponds to the embedded RKS that
has been discussed in the previous Section. The reference a1 is
characterized by a moderate charge transfer in the ground state
(Qdop = �0.22) and serves as a reference for the total energy
(DU = 0). The same calculation performed within the UKS
scheme, a2, results in the same ground state within numerical
accuracy.

However, we shall note that the DFT calculations proceed
through an iterative self-consistent field (SCF) procedure in
which the starting Hamiltonian is formed from an initial guess
of the density, usually a superposition of atomic densities. Such
a choice might impact the result of the SCF process, driving the
system towards an local energy minimum, i.e. a metastable

state. This observation drove us to attempt initiating the SCF
process from a qualitatively different starting point.

We have hence performed triplet gas-phase calculations (a3

in Table 3), in order to build a quasi full-CT electron density
(Qdop = �0.95) to be employed as a starting guess. When such
an ion-pair density is used to initiate a singlet UKS DFT/MM
calculation (a4), we indeed observe its convergence towards an
almost integer CT ground state, characterized by Qdop = �0.95.
Interestingly, we observe that the energy of this state is 0.58 eV
lower than the one of the reference RKS DFT/MM calculation
a1, which means that this fully-ionized ground state represents
the most stable electronic configuration for the a structure.

Additional insight on this integer-CT ground state, a4, is
obtained from the inspection of the spin-polarized Kohn–Sham
orbitals, shown in the lower panel of Fig. 6. The figure reveals a
negligible hybridization between the molecular orbitals of the
polymer and dopant, resulting from the very small overlap
between the wave functions of the two units (see Table 1).
The LUMO of the isolated dopant is found to be split between
the singly-unoccupied molecular orbital (SUMO) and the singly-
occupied occupied orbital SOMO�3, which elucidates the
electronic configurations resulting in a full-CT ground state.

It is also interesting to note that while the a4 UKS DFT/MM
calculation starting from the density of the triplet state, a3,
converges towards an ionized ground state, the same guess
leads to a quasi neutral state in a gas-phase UKS calculation
(a5). This testifies once more the crucial role played by the
electrostatic landscape of the molecular environment for the
ionization of dopant impurities in organic semiconductors.

Pursuing our analysis to the p structure, we see that also in
this case UKS or RKS DFT/MM calculations starting from the
same atomic-density guess lead to the same ground state with
moderate charge transfer, Qdop = �0.24 (see p1 and p2 in
Table 3). Again, upon initiating the UKS DFT/MM calculation
with a triplet quasi full-CT density guess leads to a qualitatively
different ground state with respect to the RKS one. In this case (p4),
the ground state presents a large, but not integer, charge transfer
with a net charge on the dopant Qdop = �0.68. We remark that this
solution is only slightly more stable that the RKS one, the 70 meV
energy difference being comparable to the accuracy of the method.
The sizable molecular orbital hybridization in the p4 solution can be
appreciated in the upper panel of Fig. 6, especially in the SOMO and
SOMO�2 orbitals, both featuring contributions from both the
dopant and polymer unit.

Before concluding this section, we comment on the eigen-
values squared spin operator hS2i = 1.16 and 0.78 in the lowest-
energy UKS solutions a4 and p4, respectively. These values close
to unity signal a similar proportion of singlet and triplet
electronic configurations, which is not really surprising, nor
worrying. Indeed, because of the very small intermolecular
overlap, singlet and triplet configurations are generally nearly
degenerate in pure intermolecular CT states, determining an
unavoidable spurious mixing in the UKS ground state. Such a
spin contamination is however not expected to have an appre-
ciable impact on the charge density, nor or the ground state
energy, being the two spin configurations nearly isoenergetic

Table 3 Ground-state properties of 3-BTTT/F4TCNQ complexes
obtained in DFT calculations, which differ by the presence/absence of
MM embedding, the treatment of the spin degrees of freedom, and the
density guess used to initiate the self-consistent field process. DU is the
total energy of the QM/MM system, referenced to the energy of the spin-
restricted (RKS) calculations of the corresponding, p or a, system. The
charge on the dopant Qdop measures the degree of CT in each system. The
most stable ground state in the a complex, obtained with spin-unrestricted
(UKS) calculations, features integer CT (a4). Two different fractional CT
ground states (p1 or p2, and p4) of similar energy have been instead found
for the p structure. rat and r(a3/p3) identifies the density guess obtained as
a superposition of atomic densities and from the a3/p3 calculation,
respectively. DU B 0 corresponds to energy differences smaller than
1 meV in magnitude, well below the accuracy of the method

Label Method Spin Density guess DU (eV) Qdop (e)

a1 RKS/MM Singlet rat 0 �0.22
a2 UKS/MM Singlet rat B0 �0.22
a3 UKS Triplet rat — �0.95
a4 UKS/MM Singlet r (a3) �0.58 �0.95
a5 UKS Singlet r (a3) — 0.03
p1 RKS/MM Singlet rat 0 �0.24
p2 UKS/MM Singlet rat B0 �0.24
p3 UKS Triplet rat — �0.90
p4 UKS/MM Singlet r (p3) �0.07 �0.68
p5 UKS Singlet r (p3) — �0.22
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and both characterized by a hole on the donor and an electron
on the acceptor.

To summarize, both the UKS calculation and the instability
at the GW/BSE level starting from a RKS ground state point to
an integer CT in the ground-state for the a structure. The
environmental embedding is found to be crucial to describe
such a CT character. The p complex is instead more incline to
partial CT, yet our calculations did not allow us to conclude
whether the fractional charge transferred to the dopant is small
(Qdop = �0.24, as obtained with RKS calculations) or large
(Qdop = �0.68, as from UKS).

4 Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated the relationships between
nanostructure and electronic properties in the prototypical
crystalline polymer PBTTT doped by the strong electron accep-
tor F4TCNQ. By applying theoretical tools such as density
functional theory and many-body perturbation theory com-
bined with classical microelectrostatics, we have elucidated
the differences in the electronic structure of host–dopant
complexes characterized by impurity molecules placed either
in the conjugated backbone (p complex) or in between the alkyl
chains (a complex) of PBTTT crystalline lamellae.

On the methodological side, we remark two crucial, though
often-overlooked, factors for the proper description of host–
dopant complexes. First, the importance of accounting for the
electrostatic fields and the dielectric screening provided by the
molecular environment, strongly affecting the energetics of
the charge-transfer phenomena at the core of doping. Second,
we highlight the difficulty of routine spin-restricted calcula-
tions in describing integer charge transfer states, with most of
the calculations on host–dopant complexes found in the litera-
ture reporting fractional ionization.8,17,60,61 Spin-unrestricted
calculations represent a convenient framework for describing
the crossover between neutral and ionized ground states, with-
out resorting to constrained formalisms.14

Our analysis shows that dopants inserting into the alkyl
chains can undergo an integer charge transfer, while impurities
placed in the conjugated region are instead more prone to
fractional ionization. The different propensity for an integer or
fractional ground-state charge transfer in the two systems can
be ascribed to two different factors. First, the electrostatic
landscape within the polymer lamellae, which results in a
strong position dependence of the LUMO level (electron affi-
nity), making F4TCNQ a much stronger acceptor when it is
placed in the alkyl chains than in the conjugated region. We
emphasize that this is a major effect, with a difference in
electron affinity exceeding 0.5 eV, comparable to the variations
for a given impurity in different organic hosts calculated by
some of us in a previous study.13 Second, the larger overlap
between the host and polymer wave functions favors a stronger
intermolecular hybridization in the p complex with respect to
the a one.

These results, together with the considerably smaller
(B30%) Coulomb binding between electron and hole in the a
complex, point towards the structures characterized by dopants
inserted in the alkyl side chains of polymer lamellae being the
most favorable for high doping efficiency and hence large
electrical conductivities. Our findings rationalize a series of
experimental observations, such as the fact that, to the best of
our knowledge, fractional charge transfer has never been
observed in semi-crystalline polymers where it has been ascer-
tained that dopants are inserted in the alkyl side chains.17,24

Most importantly, conductivities exceeding 100 S cm�1 have
been reported only for systems with dopants intercalated in the
alkyl chains,18,21,22,26,27,62 an observation that is in line with the
general picture emerging from our electronic structure calcula-
tions. The present study, by illustrating the key factors control-
ling the doping efficiency as a function of the dopant position
in a polymer matrix, brings forward our understanding of the
often elusive relationship between structure and electronic
properties in doped conjugated polymers.
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